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1. Introduction
Minor League Baseball (MiLB) is comprised of 247 teams playing in 17 leagues at six
different levels. Every team in these leagues is an affiliate of a Major League Baseball (MLB)
team, but many are privately owned and are therefore financially independent. While MiLB
primarily serves as a development environment for future MLB players, profit maximization is
still a goal of various front offices. Minor League Baseball has existed for over a century but
only recently have teams been regarded as profitable investments. In Forbes’ “Most Valuable
Minor League Teams” list published in 2016, the average value of the top 30 teams was $37.5
million, an increase of 35% since 2013 (Klebnikov, 2016). While these valuations dwarf those of
even the least valuable Major League team, they should not be ignored. Most of the top 30 teams
also boast top attendance figures and eighteen teams on were also a top 25 merchandise seller
(Klebnikov, 2016). The main source of revenue for teams comes from getting fans to the
ballpark, such as tickets, parking, concessions, and merchandise sales. For this reason, figuring
out the best strategy for increasing attendance is a top priority of MiLB executives.
Modeling attendance has been a popular topic in sports economics for over half a
century. Most studies focus on the top sports leagues and use the robust data available to
quantify the many factors that affect attendance. Because of the rapid roster turnover in MiLB,
carrying out studies on popular sports economics topics, such as star player effects and
competitive balance measures, is difficult. One area of analysis that has been examined at both
the major and minor leagues is promotional activity. Many sports economists have differentiated
MiLB from MLB by calling the former more of an entertainment experience rather than a
sporting event. For this reason, understanding the specific effect of promotions on attendance is
vitally important to MiLB. Those who attend MiLB games have been found to be less concerned
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with the quality of the baseball game than other types of baseball fans, and more concerned with
the value and overall entertainment experience (Bernthal and Graham, 2013). While promotional
efforts are effective in the MLB and other top sports leagues, winning teams and player quality
have been found to be the most effective stimulants of attendance (McDonald and Rascher, 2000,
Paul and Weinbach, 2011a). Front offices of MiLB teams now recognize that, “Fans…have
come to expect the added value of a giveaway,” and thus it has been a chief goal to, “provide
fans with more than just a baseball game” (Hixson, 2005).
In Major League Baseball, as well as the other top professional sports leagues,
promotions are rare. However, most minor league teams provide at least one promotion for every
home game of the season. Promotions can take many different forms, from food discounts, to
shirt giveaways, to a concert after the game. If the goal of a team is profit maximization, it is
important to know which promotions yield the greatest increase in attendance.
This paper examines the attendance of six teams who play in the AA-level Eastern
League, during the 2015-2017 seasons. Various factors that affect attendance are included in the
model, but promotional efforts are the key variables of interest. To determine which promotions
are the most effective, various dummy variables are created for each category of promotion.
Team fixed effects are also utilized to account for differing features between the teams such as
size of the market, sustained success, and distance to their Major League affiliate. A pooled
regression is run on the entire league, and a regression is run just on the Richmond Flying
Squirrels.
I hypothesize that promotions will be one of the largest determinants of additional
attendants for Eastern League teams studied. Every promotion should have a positive effect
relative to a game without a promotion, though the magnitudes will certainly differ.
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Hypothesizing such magnitudes is tricky, as there is no obvious answer to which promotion fans
most prefer. Based on previous research, however, I hypothesize that fireworks, concerts, and
merchandise giveaways will have the most positive coefficients, and thus draw the greatest
additional amount of fans.
Besides promotions, particular interest will be paid to the effect of winning and runs
scored on attendance. Past literature has been very mixed on these effects, although intuition says
that both should be very positive and significant. Fans of sports should prefer more winning and
more scoring (which can be thought of as a proxy for excitement). Therefore, I hypothesize both
coefficients to be positive and significant. The influence on game setting, which includes month,
day, time of day, and weather, will also be estimated.

2. Literature Review
After Quirk and El Hodiri first modeled a professional sports league in 1971, the field of
sports economics took off in many different directions. The first paper studying attendance was
published by Roger Noll in 1974, and focused on price-setting. The literature on attendance in
top-level professional sports is vast, with the majority focusing attention in Major League
Baseball. It was not until 1980 that Siegfried and Eisenberg published the seminal paper on the
demand for minor league baseball. Their dataset is a panel consisting of 27 teams from varying
levels from 1973 to 1977. Their measure of demand, total season attendance, is estimated using a
log-linear model on several demographic and team-related variables. The authors find that the
demand for minor league baseball is very price inelastic, specifically -.25. They also find that
attendance increases with league level. Additionally, they account for promotions in their model
by including variables of the percent of games with reduced price promotions and percent of
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games with merchandise promotions. Both of these variables are positive and statistically
significant factors, with merchandise promotions attracting almost double the amount of fans
throughout the season than price promotions (Siegfried and Eisenberg, 1980).
Later studies have improved this initial model while addressing similar topics,
specifically the income elasticity of minor league baseball, if winning matters, and the effects of
promotions. Siegfried and Eisenberg obtain a positive, but statistically insignificant, coefficient
on their income per capita variable, opening up the debate for whether minor league baseball is a
normal good, which is an attribute of most entertainment events. Recent studies have obtained
mixed results on this relationship. Using an OLS model on the NY-Penn League, Paul et al.
(2007) obtain a positive coefficient on their income per capita variable. Cebula (2013) also
observes that minor league baseball is a normal good, using panel least-squares model on five
seasons of Carolina League baseball. Two studies, however, obtain contradictory results. In their
study analyzing three different leagues in the Southeast, Anthony et al. (2011) obtain negative
coefficients on their per capita income variable in all three OLS regressions. A study that focuses
on just the A-level league in this region, the South Atlantic League, confirms that there is a
negative relationship between per capita income and attendance, at least in the Southeast region
(Paul et al., 2009). In a study examining two of the lowest level leagues in the Pacific Northwest,
Paul and Weinbach (2011b) claim that the Pioneer League is an inferior good as well, while the
coefficient on per-capita income for the Northwest League is positive, but statistically
insignificant. McDonald and Rascher (2000) surprisingly find that MLB is an inferior good,
using unemployment rate as a proxy for income. This opens up a larger debate on whether
baseball games, overall, are normal or inferior goods.
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Siegfried and Eisenberg’s finding that winning does not affect attendance in the minor
leagues is the result that differs most from studies of other sports leagues (1980). Good team
performance should be the main driver of attendance, and this has been confirmed in a number of
studies on major sports leagues, as well as lower-level leagues. McDonald and Rascher (2000)
determine that win percentage in the current season and wins from the previous season both
positively affect attendance in MLB. Winning and player quality also drive attendance, as
determined in papers about collegiate baseball (Bernthal and Graham, 2013) and the Quebec
Major Junior Hockey League (Paul and Weinbach, 2011a).
More recent studies on minor league baseball have almost unanimously confirmed that
winning actually does matter to fans, using different measures of attendance and time periods.
The single-year, per-game attendance study by Paul et al. on the NY-Penn League (2007) finds
that a win percentage increase of .100 increases attendance by about 100 fans. The study done by
Anthony et al. (2011) obtains an even stronger relationship between winning and attendance for
two out of the three leagues in their study, as well as in the pooled regression of all three leagues
in the 2009 season. They find that an increase in win percentage of .100 leads to an additional
188 fans. A panel least squares estimation using the natural log of per game attendance as the
dependent variable produces a coefficient that signifies a 4.1% increase in fans for a 10%
increase in win percentage (Cebula, 2013). One study that does not use per-game attendance is
the panel study done by Gitter and Rhoads (2010). They employ a dataset that includes season –
level data for all minor league teams between the years 1992-2006. They first run three separate
regressions, using only data from each of the three levels of play studied (A, AA, and AAA), and
then a fixed-effects pooled regression. They find win percentage to be positive and statistically
significant for A and AA levels. Surprisingly, they do not find a statistically significant
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relationship at the AAA level. Once the data are pooled, win percentage once again has a
positive and statistically significant effect on attendance.
One shortcoming of Siegfried and Eisenberg’s results about promotional effects is that
their definition of promotions is too broad, as promotions offered today can be categorized
beyond simply reduced-price tickets and merchandise giveaways. More recent studies include at
least six promotional categories, some using as many as 20 (Paul and Weinbach, 2011b). The
most common finding is that fireworks are the most effective promotion, as found in Anthony et
al. (2011), Cebula (2013), Paul et al. (2007), Paul et al. (2009) and Paul and Weinbach (2011b).
Other successful promotions are concerts (Paul et al., 2007, Paul et al., 2009, Anthony et al.,
2011) and merchandise giveaways (Anthony et al. 2011, Cebula, 2013).
There are mixed results in regard to the effectiveness of group or theme nights as well as
food/drink specials. The recent research done on price vs. non-price promotions in MiLB helps
explain this result. Price promotions are found to have a significantly negative effect on minor
league attendance. Specifically, mean attendance of price promotion games were 20% lower
compared to games with no promotion (Hixson, 2005). A similar relationship is found in both
the major and minor leagues by Browning and DeBolt (2008). Price promotions across the levels
of baseball cause the smallest increase in attendance, compared to just non-price promotions or a
combination of the two. Group or theme nights, may offer lower pricing to a particular group or
adherence to theme, and can, in some circumstances, be regarded as price promotions. Food and
drink specials are considered price promotions in all literature. Thus, it is not surprising some
research has found negative effects for group/theme nights and food/drink specials.
Anthony et al. (2011) and Paul and Weinbach (2011b) both find group and themed nights
to have a net negative effect on attendance. One explanation for this result is that while the teams
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may gain some fans from the group that is encouraged to attend, fans who are not a part of that
group stay home. Conversely, some studies have found that group nights actually raise
attendance, though at a smaller magnitude than other promotions listed above (Paul et al., 2009,
Cebula, 2013). Beer specials or happy hours are found to be statistically insignificant in many
studies (Paul et al., 2007, Anthony et al., 2011, Paul and Weinbach, 2011b). However, it is a
significant driver of attendance in the Carolina League (Cebula, 2013) and the South Atlantic
League (Paul et al., 2009), drawing almost 500 more fans on average. Other food/drink specials
are also found to attract fans in the Carolina League but deter fans of the South Atlantic League,
indicating some differing preferences within the same region. (Cebula, 2013, Anthony et al.,
2011, Paul et al., 2009).
As mentioned above, MiLB teams use at least one promotion every home game, with
some rare exceptions. Some sports economists have defined a “watering down effect” to be a
decrease in the marginal effect a promotion has each additional game it is offered. This effect has
been studied for both MLB and MiLB teams, and important distinctions have been found
between price and non-price promotions. McDonald and Rascher (2000) find that a slight
watering down effect exists in the MLB, but did not break out promotions into specific
categories. In MiLB, a watering down effect is only found for price promotions (Hixson, 2005,
Browning and DeBolt, 2008). The front offices in MiLB must be aware of this, because price
promotions (which includes reduced-priced ticket or concessions) are not common, as most of
the promotions are giveaways or attractions. While this study is not concerned with a watering
down effect, it is valuable to see which promotions have been the most successful, and thus least
prone to being viewed as overused.
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While the types of attendance studies are less robust for MiLB than MLB, many different
leagues within the minor league system have been studied, and thus have captured many
different types of baseball fans. The current literature, however, has paid no attention to the
Eastern League. This is a very interesting league, as the teams are geographically diverse and the
league sits in the middle of the MiLB quality spectrum, being at the AA-level. A full list of the
teams studied, and the others in the Eastern League, can be viewed on Table 1. This study also
includes the most recent data available, as it focuses on the last three full seasons.
Most of the literature utilizes Ordinary Least Squares or Panel Least Squares models to
examine the factors affecting attendance. This study will take a slightly different approach, as a
Tobit model (combined with both fixed and time effects) is used to account for the fact that
about 10% of the sample is right-censored.1 The Eastern League, overall, has very good
attendance in comparison to other leagues, so other economists may not have run into this issue
before. It is important for executives of Eastern League teams to know whether historical
attendance trends have continued, and in particular, whether results found in other leagues hold
for their league.

3. Theoretical Framework
Demmert (1973) developed one of the first theoretical models of a professional sports
team, which defines demand-side and supply-side equations of a hypothetical team. Given that
this study revolves around attendance, his model of demand for a sports team is of most
importance. The total season demand for team i can be expressed as:

1

I define right-censored to be games at which the stadium is at or above stated capacity (some teams may offer a couple hundred additional
standing room only tickets for the very popular games).
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Where pi is the price charged (determined at the beginning of the season), xi are the qualities of
team i (team roster), and mi are the market characteristics for the team i.2
Demmert notes that a team in a sports league does not act like a normal firm because
there is limited price competition, given that a team has a monopoly in its locale. However, the
athletic inputs of team i (which I assume to be the home team) affects demand for both team i
and team j, leading to more competitive behavior. Thus, the demand for each individual game
between teams i and j, qij, is a function of the price of the game and the qualities of both team i
and team j. In variable form, this is written as:

Demmert notes that the team qualities of the particular teams determine a lot of drivers of
demand, such as the uncertainty of outcome, the association with the winning team, and the
entertainment value (Neale, 1964).
If there are other aspects of the game that affect the entertainment value, say promotions,
I can extend Demmert’s model to account for this. Specifically, I introduce gij, a game setting
variable, which includes drivers of demand such as day of the week and the weather, but also
accounts for the promotion offered for the individual game, which certainly drives the
“entertainment value” that Demmert mentions. Additionally, prices for individual MiLB games
are set at the beginning of the season, and there is a negligible secondary market. Thus, price can

2

It is important to note that, in Minor League Baseball, the teams have no influence over the players they inherit and lose, as those decisions are
made in the draft and throughout the season by the parent club. The minor league team itself really only has influence over player training of
those players they inherit for a given season.
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be assumed to be exogenous in the model, and removed from Demmert’s expression of an
individual game. Therefore, demand for a single game in a season can be expressed as:

The problem for a front office becomes maximizing the increase in demand for each
individual game constrained to the increased cost of doing so. We expect the derivatives of the
utility to follow the following relationships:

Furthermore, we can set up a relationship of the marginal increases in demand per price due to
improving team qualities and improving the game experience:

A couple of interesting subtleties about the Minor League Baseball market can now be
explored using this equation. As expressed above, minor league teams do not really have much
choice as to which players they inherit from season to season. Their roster is mainly determined
by the drafts and the needs of their parent club. For that reason, Px will not vary much year to
year. Looking at the right side of the equation, if one takes account of what is included in the gij
function, it is clear to see that the only decision a club really has control over is the promotions,
which naturally will affect the Pg term. It is because of these factors that estimating the marginal
10

demand of the game setting improvements is extremely important to front offices of Minor
League Baseball.

4. Econometric Models and Methods
Kappe et al. (2014) identify eight factors that affect attendance in professional sports,
which is the basis of how the model discussed later is constructed. These factors are promotions,
opponent, team performance, weather, venue, media coverage, demographic and socioeconomic
factors, and pricing.
Variables that capture demographic differences have mainly been included in studies that
collect season-level data for all teams in a league (Siegfried and Eisenberg, 1980, Gitter and
Rhoads, 2010). The focus of this study is not to determine whether minor league baseball is a
normal good or not, so demographic characteristics will not be included. Some studies, when
analyzing multiple leagues (Siegfried and Eisenberg, 1980, Gitter and Rhoads, 2010) or a panel
(Cebula, 2013), have included ticket prices in the analysis. However, the majority of studies have
not included ticket prices, due to the fact that teams set these prices before the season starts, and
the secondary market is extremely limited (Anthony et al. 2011, Paul et al. 2007, Paul et al.
2009, Paul and Weinbach, 2011b). As this is the case for the Eastern League, and ticket prices
between the teams studied do not vary much, I opt to not include ticket prices in the models.
Media coverage and opponent effects will also not be included in the model. MiLB
games are only available based on a yearly subscription to MiLBTV. Thus no data would be
available to study such effects. It has also been determined that minor league fans do not care
about the opponent as much as the standard sports fans (Bernthal and Graham, 2003). Given that
there are also few rivalries in MiLB, opponent effects were left out of the model.
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Given those exclusions, I am left with promotions, team performance, weather, and
venue. The measures of team performance used in past studies are also used in this study. Win
percentage is the most intuitive performance statistic, and is used in virtually all sports
economics papers. Another team performance statistic that may positively affect attendance is
runs scored. Home runs per game was used by Siegfried and Eisenberg (1980), but has since
been replaced in most studies by a total runs per game. This variable is the sum of runs scored
and runs allowed, divided by home games played. The reason why runs allowed is included is to
minimize multicollinearity issues that may arise between win percentage and a runs scored per
game. The total runs per game variable will answer the simple question of whether fans prefer
more scoring or less. Most studies have observed that fans respond positively to more winning
and scoring, and that relationship should hold in this study.
Game scheduling factors are needed for complete controls in the model. Such variables
are month of the year, day of the week, whether the game is a make-up, and whether the game
was opening day or fell on a holiday. Fans are expected to attend more games on the weekends,
in the summer, and on holidays, all reflecting the decreased opportunity cost of missed school or
work. It is possible that the coefficients on April and September may be positive as well. There
may be heightened excitement at the start of the season or during a potential playoff push. The
effect that doubleheaders will have on attendance is unclear. On one hand, a baseball fan may
relish the opportunity to go see two games for one price. However, the opportunity cost of
spending around six hours at the stadium may deter fans from even showing up.
This study includes both continuous and binary weather variables. Temperature and wind
speed are included in the model, along with the squared values, so a quadratic can be solved to
find the optimal temperature and wind speed. It is expected that fans will respond more
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positively to warmer weather and less wind. The model will also account for the effect that “bad
weather” has on attendance, which is accounted for using a binary variable.3The equation for
estimating attendance in the Eastern League thus takes the following form:

Where ATTit represents the attendance for team i in game t. Wpcti,t-1 and rpg,t-1 represent the
winning percentage and total runs per game for team i up to game t. The reason for lagging these
variables is because those are the statistics fans can observe before making the decision to attend
game t. Dummy variables for the months in the season and days of the week are used to account
for scheduling factors.4 An additional point to note about Equation 1 is that I have interacted
Saturday and Sunday with day and night binary variables.5 Assuming games Monday – Friday
are played at night leaves the most scheduling flexibility on the weekends. I hypothesize there
will be a significant difference between the two start times for both Saturday and Sunday. The
term νt represents time effects, which will be accomplished using dummy variables. The term δi
represents the team fixed effects, and µit represents the random error term.
Binary variables are also used to control for promotions, the focus of the study. This
study builds on the literature that breaks out the category of promotions into specific dummy
variables for each category of promotion. After viewing the promotions offered by the teams in
this analysis, 17 categories were established. While this may seem like a lot, this is a similar
amount of categories to other studies that have taken specific interest in promotions (Anthony et

3

The categories for weather included in the box scores are clear, partly cloudy, cloudy, overcast, and rainy. The variable bad weather is the final
three categories combined.
4
Wednesday is the reference day of the week and May is the reference month.
5
I have assumed day games to be those with the first pitch before 6pm. It was considered to have three categories, day, afternoon, and night, but
having three arbitrary cut-offs did not seem wise, given various assumptions were already being made in the model.
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al., 2011, Paul et al. 2007). Table 2 lists the promotion categories, along with a brief description.
It is expected that most, if not all, of the coefficients on promotional variables will be positive,
with the significance varied.
Most prior studies have used OLS or Panel Least Squares to estimate a similar equation
to the one above. In the sample, 10% of the games are at or over the listed capacities of the
various stadiums. In an attendance study about college football study by Falls and Natke (2016),
an upper-bound Tobit model is used to account for the capacity constraint found in their data. In
their sample, only 7% of the games were at or over capacity. For this reason, a right-censored
Tobit model is used to estimate the above equation. The equation is estimated in log-linear form,
as well as in linear form, using a Normal distribution for both estimations.
In order to compare one of the fan bases to the rest of the league, a separate equation is
created for the Richmond Flying Squirrels. This is a modified equation from Equation 1, given
that there are fewer observations when the regression is restricted to one team. The equation of
attendance for the Richmond Flying Squirrels takes the following form:

Where MidWeekt represents games that fall on Wednesday and Thursday, and Weekendt
represents games that fall on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.6 The variables for holiday, double
header, and opening day were taken out because the standard errors would have been far too
high. The other major change in this regression is the promotions categories are made slightly
broader. The promotions are now broken out into fireworks, giveaways, theme nights, group

6

An “early week” variable is the reference category, which represents Monday and Tuesday games.
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nights, community nights, education nights, concert/event, deals, and other.7 This equation is
estimated using the right-censored Tobit model with the Normal distribution as well.
In order to make sure the added promotional categories contribute positively to predicting
attendance, a Likelihood Ratio Test is used. This test allows two identical models to be run,
however in one, the promotion variables are excluded. By comparing the log likelihoods of the
two models, it is possible to reject the null hypothesis that the additional promotion variables do
not affect attendance. The Likelihood Ratio test statistic is:

Where θ represents the complete regression equation and σ represents the restricted equation.
The Likelihood ratio statistic follows a chi-squared distribution with the degrees of freedom
equal to the amount of restrictions (Buse, 1982).

5. Data
The data for this study is collected from two different sources. The individual box scores
on team websites include the attendance, time of first pitch, temperature, wind speed, weather
category, whether the game was delayed, cancelled, or a makeup game, and the final score of the
game. After compiling three seasons of game-level data for the six teams in the league, there are
1,218 games in the dataset. Game-by-game promotion info is acquired through pocket calendars
distributed by the teams at the beginning of each season. The descriptive statistics for relevant
variables can be viewed on Table 3.

7

Fireworks and concerts have been found to be very successful promotions, so those were left alone. Low/high-value merchandise and
bobbleheads were combined into “giveaways”, as did happy hours and food specials into “deals.” Theme, group, community, and education
nights were left alone due to the fact that they all seemed to try and draw different types of crowds. The rest of the promotions are in “other.”
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The average attendance for the six teams is 4,823 during this time (which corresponds to
a mean capacity of 66%), though there is a wide range. The minimum attendance is very
disheartening: a game in which the Bowie Baysox only drew 912 fans to their stadium, on a
rainy Tuesday night. With a mean win percentage of .478, it is clear that this is a sample of teams
that played slightly below average during this time. The teams studied played games in which an
average of 8 runs were scored.
The distribution of games throughout the week is fairly even, with Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday games being slightly more popular for scheduling. Night games are clearly the most
popular option, consisting 73% of the sample. Unsurprisingly, the average temperature during
the season is about 75 degrees. However, throughout the season, there is are lows of 39 degrees
in Trenton and highs of 97 in Richmond. Only 4% of games were cancelled and thus had to be
played as doubleheaders. The weather during these years is very hospitable to baseball games,
with over 70% of games occurring on “good weather” days.
As far as promotions go, fireworks are a popular choice for the directors of entertainment,
with displays occurring in over 25% of games in this sample. Merchandise giveaways are also
popular, happening in 20% of games, regardless of value. Games with some sort of theme also
capture about 25% of the sample. Group nights and promotions centered on education capture
about 10% of the sample each.8 The other promotions are used much less frequently, but
nonetheless need to be controlled for in the model.

8

The percentages of all the promotions add up to over 100%, due to the fact that many teams held multiple types of promotions on one night. For
example, pairing a themed night with a giveaway.
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6. Results
Table 4 displays the results of the Tobit regression on Equation 1. The first column
displays the results of estimating the equation using attendance is the dependent variable. The
second column displays the results of the equation estimated in log-linear form. Both equations
are estimated using a normal distribution. Standard errors of each independent variable are in
parentheses, and the Log Likelihood and AIC are displayed at the bottom of each column.
Turning attention first to some indicators of being a “true” baseball fans, it appears that
Eastern League fans do not care about whether their team wins or not, but do prefer games that
have higher scoring overall. This is in line with the treatment of minor league baseball as an
entertainment experience, as seeing more runs scored is certainly more entertaining.
All of the month dummy variables are significant, though the magnitudes differ. One
interesting conclusion is that April is a significantly less popular month to attend games than
May, as seen in both estimations. One would think that April games would be more crowded due
to excitement surrounding the new season. However, it could be that school is still in session and
fans do not have time to go to games. Attendance increases relative to May as the season goes
on, reaching a peak of 792 more fans in August, or an 18% increase from May. However, there is
a slight drop-off in September, which again could correspond to the start of school again,
reflecting opportunity costs. September may also be less popular than the summer months
because the teams in this sample underperformed the rest of the league. As hopes of making the
playoffs die, some fans may stop attending games.
There are some interesting insights gained about the popularity of certain days. Monday
games draw around 15% less fans than Wednesday games. There is not a significant difference
between Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday in the first estimation. It is estimated that Thursday
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games draw about 6% more fans than a Wednesday game but it is significant only at the 10%
level. The interchangeability between Tuesday-Thursday games is a very important, as it gives
scheduling committees much more flexibility. As to be expected, there is a large increase of 511
fans relative to Wednesday for a Friday game. For the weekend games, I interacted the day
dummy variables with a time of day dummy variable, to further break down the effects of
weekend games. One would expect Saturday and Sunday to be the two most popular days to see
a game, but the results show there are significant differences between times of day on the
weekend. Games played during the day and at night on Saturday are more popular than Friday
games, however Saturday games played at night (at or after 6pm) draw about 700 more fans than
a Saturday day game. The increase is about 38% from a Wednesday game. Conversely, Sunday
day games give an additional increase of 250 fans from a Sunday night game, reflecting that the
time of day matters on the weekend. Given the choice of day or night games for the weekend, it
is clear Saturday games should be played at night and Sunday games played during the day.
Some “special days” were controlled for, specifically the home opener of each team for
each season and games played on holidays. Games played on these days draw a massive crowd.
Home openers see an increase of 60% more fans than the average game. Looking at the data, this
is the one day a year that most of the teams actually fill the stadium, so the magnitude on this
coefficient is not surprising. While there are not a ton of holidays that fall during the season
games played on these days experience increases of over 1,300 fans. This is to be expected,
because most of the holidays that fall during the season are federal holidays (Memorial Day, July
4th, Labor day).
Turning attention now to the weather variables, the expected signs for the temperature
quadratic are observed in both models, with significance at the 99% level. As temperature
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increases, attendance increases about 240 fans for every degree. However, the negative sign on
the squared temperature term indicates that this effect is only experienced up to a certain
temperature. Solving the quadratic obtained in the results of column (1), the optimal temperature
for a baseball game is 71.6 degrees. After the categories of weather are grouped into just “good”
and “bad” weather, it is determined that days categorized as “bad” experience about 300 less
fans, or a 6% decrease from days with good weather.
The main focus of this paper, as stated, is to determine the effects of various promotions
on attendance. Many of the coefficients on the promotion dummy variables have expected signs
and are statistically significant, leading to some valuable conclusions. Consistent with past
literature, fireworks are one of the most popular promotions for Eastern League fans. Such
games can experience spikes of about 1,200 fans, or 26% increase from games which include no
promotion. Low-value merchandise giveaways do not significantly change attendance, but highvalue merchandise giveaways can draw about 7% more fans than games with no promotion.
Bobbleheads seem to be the best type of giveaway however, and further increase attendance 6%
from the high-value merchandise giveaways, significant at the 99% level. Theme nights increase
attendance as well, though only by 250 fans. This is a conclusion other economists have not
found, as many have obtained a negative coefficient or one that is statistically insignificant. One
of the most surprising conclusions found about the Eastern League that has not been found in
other leagues is the importance of both education and community. The effect of promotions
centered on education is staggering: they draw almost 1,300 additional fans, significant at the
99% level. The increase is greater than that of the fireworks promotion, as seen in both models.
Community nights draw about 950 fans compared to games with no promotions, an increase of
23%. This is one area which could be of large importance to the directors of promotions for the
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teams studied and potentially those not studied that play in the Eastern League. Education nights
and community nights are not expensive to put on, they are essentially a more targeted
theme/group night. However, the effects dwarf those of the average theme or group night.
Celebrity appearances are found to increase attendance about 8.5% in the log-linear
model and was not significant in the linear estimation. Many of the other promotions that have
been insignificant in past papers are also insignificant here. Promotions like bring your dog to the
park or a concert may encourage some fans to go to the game, but do not give a large enough
incentive for others to come. A priori, it is hard to predict the sign for those promotions, as well
as auctions, sweepstakes, or sleepovers, so it is not a surprise that these coefficients are not
significantly different from zero.
I last observe the coefficients on the so-called “price promotions,” which in this
regression are the coefficients on happy hour promotions and deals on food at the stadium. The
coefficients on the happy hour variable are positive and significant at the 99% level for both
models. This promotions increases attendance by 855 fans, making it one of the more popular
promotions for the Eastern League. The coefficients on the food-deals variable are negative for
both regressions, with a smaller magnitude than happy hour. Due to the fact that fans of MiLB
have been found to be concerned with value, this result may seem odd. However, because the
price of food at minor league games may already be perceived as a bargain, fans may not
consider a food promotion to be enough to entice them to take time to come see a game. A
concern of endogeneity can also be expressed here. It is possible food deals are offered on days
which promotions directors would already perceive as have lower attendance. This would bias
that coefficient downwards.
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Table 5 displays the results for Equation 2, which is just for the Richmond Flying
Squirrels games during the same time period. The equation is estimated using the normal
distribution as well, and the columns are analogous to those of the previous table. Standard errors
of the variables are displayed in parentheses.
The coefficient on win percentage and runs per game are statistically insignificant,
leading to the conclusion that Richmond fans do not care about the actual play of the Squirrels.
The significance of the month variables changes a bit compared to the full league pooled
regression. Both April and June games are not significantly more popular than games played in
May in the first model. In the log-linear model, the coefficient on June signifies a 13.5% increase
over May, significant at the 95% level. Games continue to gain popularity as the season
progresses from July to August to September. Different from the league as a whole, the largest
increase is experienced in September, an increase of 1,383 fans over May, significant at the 99%
level. An intuitive explanation for this is unclear, though the fact that the team in question is
Richmond may offer an explanation. Richmond is home to two universities, Virginia
Commonwealth University and the University of Richmond. These schools are not in session
during the summer months of May through August. However, when the students come back in
late August, it may be possible they attend Flying Squirrels games for the last couple of series of
the season. Otherwise, this result is odd, especially considering Richmond did not contend for
the playoffs in any year studied. Games played in the middle of the week do not experience
significant changes in attendance compared to games played in the beginning of the week. This
is a similar conclusion to the one determined in the pooled regressions. Not surprisingly,
weekend games continue to be very popular, drawing over 1,000 more fans than those games
played on Monday and Tuesday, significant at the 95% level.
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The temperature quadratic again returns the expected signs and significance at the 99%
level. Solving the quadratic with the coefficients obtained in column (1) yields an optimal
temperature for Richmond fans of 74.46 degrees, slightly higher than the Eastern League fan.
Richmond fans are more sensitive to bad weather than the Eastern League fan, as a game played
on a day determined to have “bad” weather had 862 less fans at the stadium than a day with
“good” weather.
Promotions for the Flying Squirrels follow a similar trend as the rest of the Eastern
League, though the magnitudes differ. Fireworks continue to be the most popular promotion
offered, drawing almost 3,000 fans, or an increase of 52% fans from the average Squirrels game
(both coefficients significant at the 99% level). Community nights and education nights are also
very popular for the Squirrels. Community nights increase average attendance by more than
2,200 fans (an increase of 44%), significant at the 99% level. Education nights increase average
attendance by 1,579 fans, or 31%, also significant at the 99% level. After happy hour and food
discounts are combined into one variable, the coefficient is insignificant in both models. This is
not surprising, given the effects of these are opposite in the pooled regression. Other types of
promotions also do not significantly alter attendance at Richmond Flying Squirrels games. The
behavior of Richmond fans is similar to the rest of the teams in this league that are studied.
To determine whether the inclusion of promotions in the pooled regression significantly
improve the explanatory power of the model, a likelihood ratio test is performed. Two
regressions are run: Equation 1, and an identical regression with the exclusion of the 17
promotional category variables. The test statistic is then computed:
LR = 2(logL(θ) – LogL(σ))
LR = 19168.02 – 18956.30 = 211.72
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The chi-squared critical value for 17 degrees of freedom at the .001 level is 40.79 (Davis).
Because the calculated test statistic is greater than the critical value, I can reject the null
hypothesis that adding promotions has no effect on the explanatory power of the model. This
solidifies the findings of this study.

7. Conclusion
The use of promotions in Minor League Baseball will undeniably continue and become
more creative, as it is a surefire way to guarantee fans in the seats, regardless of the play of the
team. The structure of the Minor League Baseball is not hospitable to fans that care about getting
behind a team and basking in the glory of a pennant chase. The roster turnover is simply too
high, and although it was not explored in this paper, there are Major League substitutes in close
proximity to many Minor League Teams (Gitter and Rhoads, 2010). Thus, promotions will
continue to be one of the main reasons fans choose to attend games and spend money at
ballparks across the country.
This study utilized an upper-bound Tobit model to regress game-level attendance on a
variety of factors hypothesized to affect attendance, with particular attention to promotions
offered, as well as many control variables. A pooled regression was run first, then a reduced
regression just on the Richmond Flying Squirrels. It was found that winning teams do not matter
to these fans, confirming the earliest work on MiLB but contradicting recent work. Fans
however, responded positively to teams whose games include more scoring.
It was determined that, for the league, April, May, and September are the least popular
months. Additionally, games held early in the week are least popular, which held for the league
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as a whole and specifically Richmond. Thus, practice days (i.e. no game) should be scheduled on
these days, and doubleheaders should be avoided on these days as well.
This study confirmed that fireworks are one of the most popular promotion that can be
offered by a minor league team. For this selection of Eastern League teams, their fans really care
about community and education. Thus, new ways of folding in these ideas into the promotions
offered would be very beneficial. Happy hours were determined to be a much more effective
“price”-promotion than food deals. It is still unclear the effect that general theme and group
nights have on attendance, as the coefficients on these variables were mostly insignificant for the
Eastern League and Richmond. The Richmond fan base had very similar promotional
preferences to the rest of the league, wildly attending games with fireworks, education, and
community-centered promotions.
Marketers for the minor league teams studied, as well as others in the league or broader
system, can use this information to try and capture as much revenue as possible throughout a
season. More popular promotions, such as fireworks, can be put on early week games, which are
historically less popular. More promotions can also be used at the beginning of the season to
entice fans to get behind the team and capture the excitement of the new season. The summer
months of June-August almost sell themselves, it seems. Much more attention should be paid to
nights involving particular communities and education. These can be executed in a low-cost way,
which would help teams to maximize profits. Obviously, pairing the results explored in this
paper with actual concessions data and costs of promotions would yield the most useful insight.
Additional avenues of studying Minor League Baseball still exist. Data for the rest of the
Eastern League could be used to see if the teams not studied in this paper have similar tastes and
preferences that have already been quantified. There are also other leagues within the minor
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league system that have not yet been studied. In regard to promotional studies, watering down
effects can be explored for promotions that are offered a lot more than others (fireworks, theme).
Another question that has not been studied in Minor League Baseball is the effect of
rehab starts or “celebrity” players on rosters. A rehab start is when a player from the Major
League affiliate is recovering from injury and plays a game (or multiple) in the minors. While it
has already been shown in some studies that MiLB fans do not follow the win/loss column of the
minor leagues, maybe they follow the MLB closer. It would be valuable to learn if the inclusion
of a star MLB player in a MiLB lineup draws more fans to the game, on average.9 Additionally,
the effects of top prospects being in minor league lineups has not been studied and could also be
seen as a baseball-related promotion. Additionally, the emergence of ex-NFL star Tim Tebow
into the New York Mets system has sparked some debate whether attendance has been
artificially high because of his inclusion in the lineup. The effect of a “celebrity” player like him
would be interesting to quantify as well. These could be seen as promotions, adding an extra
layer of entertainment a fan could not get from just a standard baseball game.

9

This brings into question how to define a “star” player, which is why a question like this would need a whole paper to answer.
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